The story of a wayward Carpenter and His unsuspecting Building Science Mentor
I am a HERS rater...

I am a LEED professional

I know how check shit off!
I needed a Mentor
Annoying
Pain in the ass
Did I mention Annoying?
I am Joe. Can I be your mentor?
You Keep building ‘em....

We’ll keep fixing ‘em.
A friend and his highly conductive home
SIP panels and the uncanny timing of the unknowing mentor
Mud season and yucky places
Indoor Horticulture at 10,000 feet
I am more than just a **carpenter**
I am a Forensic Carpenter
I am a Forensic Carpenter

But First

I am a Mentor
Bart I never would have been able to do this if it had not been for what I was able to learn from you and your positive influence. I know it wasn't a long period of time but I learned a lot in those two years. It really filled in the gaps on what I knew from architecture school and gave me the practical knowledge and confidence to actually build a decent house. Plus it was a time in my life when I needed someone to look up to. You inspired me, and I am very thankful.